TruStone Premium Marble Pavers

Your source for quality natural
TruStone Marble pavers and products.

Why choose TruStone Marble pavers over concrete products? Concrete paver manufacturers
have tried to imitate the look of real stone for years. They know there is no comparison to
the real thing. Concrete products are still just “manmade”.

Our Product
With a real TruStone Marble application, you have an unmatched natural beauty, no
two pieces being the same. When used in a patio, walkway, or pool, the blend of
natural colors and textures is breathtaking. With TruStone Marble you will now have a
piece of art at a reasonable cost that will last for generations. The surface underfoot
stays cool comparable to the stone imitations because there are no metals in TruStone
Marble products, unlike concrete which contains metals that retain heat in the summer
months. Our pavers are also calibrated and rectified. Which means the use of sand
between the joints is unnecessary. TruStone Marble’s unique capillary action allows
moisture to escape, even in the most extreme freeze-thaw cycling without stressing the
materials (which is very important in Northern climates). We suggest sealing Marble
pavers with a Slip Resistant Additive which is a micronized polymer. The additive is
stirred into the sealer and applied to surface of paver with either a brush or roller.
Since TruStone Marble has been compressed in its natural state for millions of years,
it is extremely durable and has a PSI strength stronger than most concrete products.

Driftwood

Colors & Sizes
Our Marble pavers are 1.25” thick and come in a variety of sizes including:
8”x8”, 8”x16”, 16”x16”, 16”x24”. Other sizes can be by special order.
Marble copings/step treads sizes: 12”x24”x1.25” thickness or 12”x24”x2” thickness.
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Patterns
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We stock large
French (Versailles)
patterns, which
include: 8” x 8”,
8” x 16”, 16” x 16”
and 16” x 24”.

16”x24”

Calacatta

A great investment is adding
‘curb appeal’ to the front
entrance of your home with the
elegance and beauty of a
Marble or Travertine walkway,
steps and porch.
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Plese Note: Stone products are of a natural origin and will have variations in color & marking. Sample pictures furnished represent only the general coloration & structure of a particular type of stone.

